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Abstract 

 This paper will focus on the security issue of modern distributed systems in web 

applications, especially message queue(MQ) services most commonly seen in prevalent banking 

systems and financial technology companies. The idea of switching from monolithic style 

application to micro-services framework is trending in the IT industry, which heavily depends 

upon reliable central message distribution systems such as RabbitMQ, Apache Kafka, and 

ZeroMQ. While all of these MQ services provides enterprise level features and supports, with the 

spread of micro-services framework from high-end companies to common individuals, one can 

easily find insecure practices of using these services over open internet. This is paper will first 

aim to scan and estimate the number and popularity of the MQ services on the internet, and use 

the most common and default setting passwords to access the services. I will first start with 

AMQP protocol used by RabbitMQ that is most used in financial technology industry and also 

most identical for web scanning. Based on the result of the former practice, I will then dig into 

the management plugins available for admins of such systems that are built with http protocol. 

Ideally, I will be able to identify these management plugin, and exploit the security 

vulnerabilities to get the information about the server as a way to raise the awareness for better 

deploying and protecting MQ services. 

 



 

Introduction 

 MQ servers are becoming a popular way for programs with a huge data computational 

needs. MQ servers allow maximum freedom in choice of language and enable the micro-service 

structure that allows programs to be spread out geographically while conforming to the same 

standard in communication. The MQ servers used in programs thus include all the necessary 

information needed for separate parts of the programs to perform the calculation. Although in the 

field of computer security it is a common practice to encrypt the message to avoid ear-dropping 

or man-in-the-middle attack, especially over http protocol, MQ servers promise enterprise level 

of encryption and protection, thus none of the messages can be accessed without permission. In 

order to truly achieve the level of protection MQ servers promised, however, one would have to 

invest a large amount of effort to adjust the settings, bind to certain ports, and rearrange the 

entire structure of communication between servers. This complexity thus requires sacrifices from 

convenience, which is also what MQ servers provide. Moreover, in the case of RabbitMQ, the 

entire structure of port protection can be easily break by using the Management Plugin that gives 

a graphical UI for the server’s performance. This plugin also opens an http API that allows 

simple access to all available information about RabbitMQ, which before version 3.x allows 

default password of guest:guest with admin access. In this paper, I will use this security feature, 

although fixes in newer version, to demonstrate the idea that the higher the popularity of one tool 

is, the more insecure practices can be found using simple security tools. This idea is inspired by 

Botnet’s original practice of scanning embedded devices on internet. 

 

 



To The Community 

 Do not assume your users will update the software. Do not ask your users to perform 

according to enterprise level of protection when you open source the project and make it free. 

Force them to update and secure the project is the only logical way of securing the bottom line of 

any software. 

 

Target of Choice 

 While there are currently many MQ servers available to fit different needs, RabbitMQ is 

currently the most popular one, thus gives more opportunities for common users’ insecure 

practice. (Gevorkyan) RabbitMQ is currently in version 3.5.8 release just on December 15th. Past 

major releases include 3.4.4 which fixes the security vulnerability CVE-2015-0862. (RabbitMQ, 

News) This CVE has a complete reference on manipulating the Management Plugin, which is 

not the topic of interests in this paper. Another major update is version 3.3.0 release that 

disallowed guest:guest login with default admin to access. The port number was also changed 

from 55672 to 15672 in an effort to secure the server. This version update was released in April 

2014, with nearly one year and a half time for users to update and fix the issue. However, just as 

in the same case with Windows OS, when a central message server is running and handling the 

traffic with no bug, it has proven to be extremely difficult to motivate the users to perform any 

kind of update. As demonstrated by	dorzey & Synetech’s answer on securing RabbitMQ port 

access, it is a time consuming task. I have thus focused my targets using the following method: 

- MASSCAN a random period of IP for open port 55672 

- If open, cURL the Management Plugin API with provided methods and reference from 

RabbitMQ (RabbitMQ Management Plugin API) 



 

Execution 

 After realizing MASSCAN requires a certain amount of memory that running on Mac OS 

or Kali on my laptop will crush, I performed the following execution on a digital ocean server 

with 1GB of RAM and minimum running process. I masscaned a randomly selected IP range 

144.58.0.0/8 with 16777216 IP addresses and port number set to 55672. In that range, I have 

received 32 IP address still running the older version of RabbitMQ with a management plugin 

running. During my cURL search using default username and password, I did find a part of the 

servers were either being removed or updated to the new port address, while still using the 

identical mochiWeb server that identified a past existence of a RabbitMQ server. There were 5 

IP addresses that denied the guest:guest access, but I have successfully gain full access to 2 IP 

addresses using the default access. As I have included in the supporting material, it is fairly easy 

for an attacker to identify the usage of the server using the queues names and information, the 

scale of the server, and get all of the messages in the queue. I have not included the information I 

received in queue messages due to security concern, and while a fair amount of the messages is 

id, error messages, or irreverent information, I have found two messages in the queue with email 

address and personal information.  

 

Conclusion 

 This paper performed a straight-forward access to random RabbitMQ servers over the 

internet. Due to the randomness of the selection process and the power of my computer, I do not 

intend to exhaustively scan and break all RabbitMQ servers with older versions installed and 

zero basic security practices. This is a proof of concept that 1) when updates are not necessary, 



users have a high chance of leaving the software as status quo 2) RabbitMQ’s popularity has 

increased to a level that random selection of security attack can find breaches with important 

information. RabbitMQ also does not restrict the number of times for password authentication, 

which means any common password cracking is practical on all servers. 

While there are a number of very secure practice suggestions, it is simply not realistic to 

expect every programmer to conduct according to the level of expectation from an enterprise 

level software, and when updates are not mandatory, insecurity always remains. The constant 

trade-off between complexity and convenience is happening on every server and every machine, 

and it is the future generation of security engineers to solve this issue with consistency and full 

consideration. 
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